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Executive Overview 
Fierce global competition means companies have little leeway to bring the wrong product 
to market. However, today’s products have gotten so complex, it has become increasingly 
difficult to capture customer and market needs, translate those needs to product 
requirements, manage them throughout a complex development process involving 
changes and different configurations, and then make sure the requirements are truly 
satisfied. A lot of work goes into the initial definition of those requirements, but we do 
not live in a static world. Changes are inevitable. Tracing all the impacts of those 
changes, notifying everyone involved, and getting everything updated, including the test 
case, can be a nightmare. However, with expert requirements and validation engineering 
practices, combined with the right technology, the process will be far more manageable. 

Tracing all the impacts of those changes, notifying everyone involved, and 
getting everything updated, including the test case, can be a nightmare. 

This	guide	consists	of	four	major	sections	covering	requirements management and 
validation software tool functionality, service requirements, vendor attributes, and special 
company considerations (Figure 1). Each section includes a checklist with key 
requirements to investigate when selecting software tools to support requirements and 
validation processes.  

To set the foundation for expert requirements and validation engineering practices, 
companies should focus on the entire lifecycle of requirements, not just the definition. 
This will enable companies to ensure the product they want to bring to market, is the one 
they actually do. In addition, it will improve the efficiency of the entire process, with 
fewer errors, leading to higher product profitability. 

To set the foundation for expert requirements and validation  
engineering practices, companies should focus on the entire  

lifecycle of requirements, not just the definition. 

This guide is not an all-encompassing requirements list. It provides a high level overview 
for requirements and validation engineering.  
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Figure 1: Requirements and Validation Engineering Evaluation Framework 

Conclusion 
Expert requirements and validation engineering practices are key to developing the right 
product to meet market needs. However, once the requirements are defined, the job is not 
done. Companies must be able to quickly respond to market changes, take advantage of 
better ideas, and efficiently manage product platforms and variants. This means that 
change will be inevitable. However, today’s products are so complex, identifying all 
impacts of a change is difficult. This includes identifying who is impacted as well as all 
the impacted dependencies. This can be an overwhelming amount of work that is destined 
to have errors. Not managing this well leads to market delays, cost overruns, and lost 
revenue opportunities. However, with the right requirements and validation engineering 
practices, combined with the right technology solution, this error-prone process can be 
streamlined so that companies bring the right innovations to market, on time and on 
budget. 

With the right requirements and validation engineering practices, combined 
with the right technology solution, this error prone process can be streamlined 

so that companies bring the right innovations to market, on time and on budget. 
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However, there are so many aspects of requirements and validation engineering, it can be 
very difficult determining the right solution for your company. Using a high-level list of 
tool and process evaluation criteria such as the ones in this guide can help narrow down 
potential solutions by providing a quick “litmus test” to determine if a solution and 
partner are a good fit before conducting detailed functional or technical reviews. In the 
end, it’s important to ensure that functionality, service, vendor, and special requirements 
are all considered when selecting a solution. 

Recommendations 
Based on industry experience and research for this report, Tech-Clarity offers the 
following recommendations: 

• Identify software requirements based on company needs, existing applications, 
industry, and unique product and process requirements 

• Use high level requirements such as the ones in this guide to evaluate solutions 
based on business fit before engaging in detailed evaluations 

• Consider long-term business and process growth needs and the potential to scale 
across product lines, departments, and engineering silos 

• Consider all aspects of requirements and validation engineering solutions from 
definition, management, changes, traceability, interoperability, reuse, variability, 
and validation. 

• Select a vendor who has the ability to be a trusted partner 
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